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Mr. Dwight Shelor, Associate Director
for Systems and Compliance
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585
Dear Mr. Shelor:
SUBJECT:

FORWARDING COPY OF NRC'S SECY-90-051, "STAFF RESPONSE TO OUTSTANDING
QUESTIONS ON THE APPLICABILITY OF THE RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND
RECOVERY ACT TO A GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY LICENSED UNDER 10 CFR PART 60"

In response to the committment I made during the May 19, 1994, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Management Meeting,
to provide DOE with copies of two Commission Papers dealing with the issue of
mixed waste and high-level waste, I am hereby enclosing copies of: 1) SECY
90-051, "Staff Response to Outstanding Questions on the Applicability of the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act to a Geologic Repository Licensed Under
10 CFR Part 60," which contains as an enclosure, 2) SECY 89-298, "Applicability
of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of a Geologic Repository Licensed
under 10 CFR Part 60."
If you have any questions, you may contact Michael Lee of my staff at
(301) 415-6677.
Sincerely,
Joseph J. Holonich, Chief
High-Level Waste and Uranium Recovery
Projects Branch
Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards
Enclosure: As stated
cc: See Attached List
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POLICY ISSUE
(Notation Vote)

February 15, 1990

SECY-90-OS1

For:

The Commissioners

From:

James H. Taylor
Executive Director
for Operations

Subject:

STAFF RESPONSE TO OUTSTANDING QUESTIONS ON THE
APPLICABILITY OF THE RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY
ACT TO A GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY LICENSED UNDER 10 CFR PART 60

Purpose:

To complete the staff response to a Commission request on
the applicability of the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) to the high-level waste (HW) program.

Summary:

In SECY-89-298, entitled Applicability of the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act to a Geologic Repository
Licensed under 10 CFR Part 600 and dated September 22,
1989 (see enclosure), the staff responded to three of
the six questions in Staff Requirements Memorandum (SRH)
COKC-89-6, dated June 19, 1989 (i.e., Questions 1, 2,
and 6). At that time, it committed to respond to the
remaining three questions (i.e., Questions 3, 4, and
5), as well as as to reevaluate, at a later date, its
June 12, 1986, position on the application of RCRA to
HLW and spent nuclear fuel (SHF).
On December 27, 1989, the staff submitted to the
Commission SECY-89-383 entitled U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency/U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Interface Problems.* Therein, the staff reevaluated its
June 12, 1986, position on the application of RCRA to HLW
and SF, and concluded that it agreed with EPA that ...
RCRA applies to any non-radioactive hazardous components
in low-level, transuranic, and high-level wastes.' (See
SECY-89-383, Enclosure, p. 33.) SECY-89-383 did not
completely respond to the three open questions in SRH
COMJC-89-6 because the former addressed broad issues
associated with the EPA interface and the staff had yet to
develop a consensus on the response to the three questions.

Contacts:
Michael P. Lee, NMSS
492-0421
James R. Wolf, OGC
492-1641
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Subsequent to the issuance of SECY-89-298 and SECY-89-383,
Comiissioner Curtiss reminded the staff, by memorandum
dated January 4, 1990, to the Executive Director for
Operations (EDO), of Its commitment to respond to the
unanswered questions and to reevaluate its June 12, 1986,
position.
In this paper, the staff responds to the remaining three
questions. Also, as discussed next and in SECY-89-383, the
staff has withdrawn Its earlier June 12, 1986, position.
Discussion:

In C0HJC-89-6, the Commission asked the staff to set forth,
in detail, the basis for its position that HIW and SNF
should not be considered mixed waste, even f some small
amount of RCRA-listed, chemically hazardous waste Is
present, on the grounds that the risk posed by the
chemically hazardous waste is small in comparison to the
radiological hazard of the waste. As noted in SECY-89-298,
this staff position was based, because of the lack of data,
solely on technical udgment.
In SECY-89-383, the June 12, 1986, staff position was
reexamined in consultation with the General Counsel. Based
on this-reexamination, the staff has subsequently withdrawn
its earlier June 12, 1986, position and now believes that
RCRA does apply, except to the extent that material in
special nuclear," or 'byproduct
question is 'source,
materials (as these terms are discussed here).
Moreover, since the issuance of SECY-89-298. the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) has published ts Environmental
Restoration and Waste anaoement Five-Year Plan (dated
August 1989). In this Plan, DOE discusses pre-treatment
of certain HLW as the method it generally believes t can
use to demonstrate compliance with RCRA. Additionally, DOE
believes the steps needed to meet 10 CFR Part 60 will meet
or exceed those needed to meet RCRA's requirements.
Furthermore, by letter dated December 14, 1989 [letter
from Gordon Appel, DOE, to John J. Linehan, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC); untitled letter on RCRA and
the Waste Acceptance Process], DOE has indicated that it is
interacting with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) on this matter.
The staff understands that the principal basis for DOE's
position, in its Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management Five-Year Plan, relative to RCRA rests with the
conclusions of EPA's Mixed Energy Waste Study (NEWS). In
1986, EPA formed a MEWS Task Force to evaluate DOE's
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proposed option for exempting mixed HNW and transuranic
waste (TRU) from RCRA. The Task Force made brief visits to
ten DOE facilities, held discussions with seven states
where the DOE facilities were located, and conducted a
cursory examination of the waste management systems and
practices at each facility. These facilities generate and
manage all of the H W and over 95 percent of the TRU waste
in the DOE waste stream.
The findings of the EPA MEWS Task Force were issued in
March 1987 (see enclosed Executive Sunary) and they

concluded that most aspects of DOE's current management

practices for mixed HIW and TRU waste. including that of

the mined geologic repository, appear equivalent or

superior to RCRA requirements for chemically hazardous
waste.
Given DOE's initiatives to address the RCRA applicability
questions, the staff sees no basis fr RC going beyond
a monitoring role of the DOE/EPA interactions at this time.
Before responding to the remaining Commission questions
on the applicability of RCRA to the HLW program, t should
be understood that the two sets of'requirements (RC's and
EPA's) implement two distinctly different regulatory
schemes. 10 CFR Part 60 is NRC's regulation governing the

disposal of HLW n a geologic repository. This rule

establishes procedures for the licensing of the geologic
repository and technical criteria for evaluating the merits
of the license application for such a purpose. The
standards contained n RCRA, on the other hand, are
designed to ensure the proper management of chemically
hazardous materials from the point of generation to the
point of ultimate disposal.
The aforementioned Questions 3, 4, and 5, and the staff
responses to them, follow.
Question 3)

Would the requirements of 10 CFR] Part 60
result in a level of protection comparable
to or greater than that achieved under
RCRA, if RCRA were applied to the

repository?

Under RCRA, the standard for the protection of human
health and the environment from the land disposal of
chemically hazardous wastes is that, unless the waste
meets certain pre-treatment requirements, it must be
demonstrated ...to a reasonable degree of certainty
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of hazardous constituents
that there will be no migration
wastes remain
the
from the disposal unit as Iong Although the language
hazardouS. (42 USC 6924()(5)) its mport s emphasized
seems quite clear on its face,
(the former) EPA Administrator
in a arch 4, 986, letter to
sponsors:
Lee Thomas from several of the legislative
to be
of 'no migration' is
v... the requirement for proof
the
earlier,
ndicated
As
interpreted literally....
on land disposal
intent of the [Act's] provisions
prior to land disposal
prohibitions is to require treatment
(chemicallY]
unless it can be proven that untreated
migrate from a
not
will
constituent
or
hazardous wastes
rejected the
particular disposal unit. We specifically
the
of migration because ofwhat
concept of an acceptable level
determining
with
scientific uncertainties associated
is an 'acceptable level.'
60 requires substantially a
By comparison, 10 CFR Partradioactive
constituents for
complete containment of
following permanent closure
period of 300 to 1,000 years
substantially complete
of the repository. After this
CFR Part 60 recognizes some
containment period, 10radioactive
substances. Although
specified migration of the radiological component of H1W,
NRC's Part 60 addresses
then it is fair to
if the byproduct radionuclides migrate,
constituents will also
assume that some nonradioactive
migrate.
does not permit the migration
In summary, because RCRAconstituentsI
whereas 10 CFR
of chemically hazardous
radioactive
of
releases
Part 60 does sanction some
'substantially1,000-year
to
300materials following the
that if
concludes
the staff
to
complete-contailnment period,
literally
applied
were
the RCRA 'no-migration* standard
result in a level of
the geologic repository, it would
afforded by 10 CFR Part 60.
protection greater than that
experience with RCRAHowever, because of the limited
date, it would be very difficult
licensed disposal sites toactual
Implementation of RCRA to
to determine whether the
a greater level of
the geologic repository would afford
the implementation of
protection than that afforded by
10 CFR Part 60.
of the actions DOE
It should also be noted that because
and H W and SHF,
RCRA
currently has underway regarding
on trying to
expended
be
no additional staff effort should
to this question until DOE
give a more definitive answer
have had an
has completed its work and the staff
opportunity to evaluate It.
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Question 4)

To what extent are the requirements of
RCRA inconsistent with the requirements

of (1O CFR] Part 60?
An answer to this question rests with what is meant by the
term "inconsistent." In an April 11, 1989, memorandum
from the General Counsel to the Commission regarding RCRA
and the Atomic Energy Act of 9S4 (AEA), as amended, the
General Counsel construed the term inconsistent," as it
applies to RCRA, to signify not only the physical
impossibility of complying with both RCRA and the EA, but
also the situation where compliance with RCRA requirements
would be an obstacle to the full execution of RC's safety
responsibilities under the AEA.
Based on this definition and the staff's understanding
of RCRA, the staff s not aware of any areas where the
requirements of RCRA would be nconsistent with 10 CFR
Part 60. However, there has been no evaluation of
what it would take to implement the RCRA requirements.
Therefore, the staff is not able to say whether the
implementation of RCRA would result in any inconsistencies.
Question 5)

What are the advantages and disadvantages
of defining spent nuclear fuel and
high-level radioactive waste as byproduct
material, using the non-elemental
definitionm set forth in the April 11, 1989,
memorandum from the General Counsel to the
Commission?

Substantial confusion and uncertainty have surrounded the
applicability of RCRA to hazardous wastes containing
certain radioactive materials (e.g., sourceu special
nuclear," or byproduct material,' as defined by the AEA).
This uncertainty stems, to a large extent, from the
exclusion of source,- special nuclear," or byproduct
material from the definition of "solid waste," under
RCRA.
In considering this exclusion, one may examine two
approaches to the definition of "byproduct material"
that arguably conform to the AEA. The first (nonelemental) s to include, within the scope of the
definition, not only the radionuclides produced incident
to rradiation n a reactor, but also the nonradioactive
medium inwhich such radionuclides are contained. The
second approach (elemental) is to view byproduct material
as referring solely to the actual radionuclides and not
to the nonradioactive edium.
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The selection of one approach or another has a substantial
potential effect on the applicability of RCRA, especially
with respect to SNF. If the elementalO definition were to
be adopted for SNF, the presence of nonradioactive,
possibly hazardous material could require that t be
treated as a mixed' waste subject to RCRA. The
consequence would be that facilities for the storage and
disposal of SNF might be subject to dual regulation.
It should be noted, however, that under the elemental*
definition, SNF may, in actuality, not prove to be subject
to RCRA disposal regulations, since It contains no
nonradioactive constituents that appear on EPA's list of
RCRA hazardous substances in Subpart D of 40 CFR Part 261.
SNF would be considered a mixed waste, however,
If it exhibited'one of the four hazardous characteristics
of Subpart C of 40 CFR Part 261, i.e., Oignitability,O
Mcorrosivity,O reactivity,* or extraction procedure (EP)
toxicity."
At this time, it is not known whether certain substances,
principally heavy metals, occur in a chemical form, or in
concentrations such that f they would leach out of the
spent fuel In sufficient quantity, they would exceed
the EP toxicity limits and thus be classified as RCRA
hazardous' wastes. If DOE can demonstrate that the wastes
should not be so classified as RCRA hazardous," then the
use of the elemental definition would not be of great
significance.
If the non-elementalm definition were applied to SNF, then
the material would not be subject to dual regulation. This
is a potential technical advantage of the non-elemental'
definition, because it would eliminate dual regulation
without DOE having to demonstrate that the SNF is not
subject to RCRA regulations. However, it is now clear that
DOE rejects the non-elemental approach, and in fact
expressly acknowledges the applicability of RCRA to the
nonradioactive hazardous components of the waste substance.
See 10 CFR Section 962.3 (and accompanying statement of
considerations, 52 FR 15937, Kay 1, 1987).
A further potential disadvantage of the non-elementall
definition s that, If it were adopted, enforcement actions
Initiated by the regulatory authorities on their own or in
response to the petition of other parties could give rise
to uncertainty and delay, with respect to the national
policy of repository development.

-
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As previously noted, DOE has ndicated its recognition
of ts responsibilities to comply with RCRA and is
Including n its plans the necessary steps to
determine the applicability and potential implications
of RCRA regulations, with respect to its program.
Should DOE determine that actions needed to comply with
RCRA have an impact on the design or operation of the
repository, the staff anticipates that this would be
brought to the attention of NRC n a timely manner,
through the established channels of communication.
Recommendation:

In SECY-89-383, the staff identified five possible
options for the resolution of EPA/NRC nterface problems
in the area of HLW and SNF relating to RCRA. These
options were:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Status quo;
Redefine byproduct material;
DOE would submit to EPA a no-migrationu variance
petition;
NRC asserts the inapplicability of RCRA; and
Congressional exemption of HLW and SNF from RCRA.

However, as DOE's own rule (10 CFR Section 962.3)
rejects the non-elementalO definition of SNF and HLW,
the Commission may wish to consider only Options 1, 3,
and 5. Moreover, based on DOE's commitment to work with
EPA on RCRA vis-a-vis LM and SNF, the staff sees no
basis for NRC going beyond a monitoring role of DOE/EPA
Interactions, at this time, and therefore recommends
Option for the area of HLW and SNF. In this regard,
DOE has ndicated it is willing to allow the staff to
monitor these nteractions.
Coordination:

This paper has been reviewed by the Office of the
General Counsel, and there s no legal objection to it.
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Note:

In accordance with the recently revised Commission
Memorandum on release of SECY papers (dated December 13,
1989, Commission Internal Procedures - Public Release
of SECY Papers and SRMsO), the staff does not recommend
public release of this paper at this time because of
the sensitive nature of these Issues.

as K.Tay

-

/ )cecutive Director
(7 for Operations
Enclosures:
1. SECY-89-299
2. MEWS Executive Summary

Commissioners' comments or consent should be provided directly
to the Office of the Secretary by COB Wednesday, March 7, 1990.
Commission Staff Office comments, if any, should be submitted
to the Commissioners NLT Wednesday, February 28, 1990, with an
information copy to the Office of the Secretary. If the paper

is of such a nature that it requires additional time for
analytical review and comment, the Commissioners and the

Secretariat should be apprised of when comments may be expected.
DISTRIBUTION:
Commissioners
OGC
OIG
LSS
GPA
EDO
ACRS
ACNW
ASLBP
ASLAP
SECY
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Comissioners

_

From:

James M. Taylor
Acting Executive Director
for Operations

SubJect:

APPLICABILITY OF THE RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY
ACT TO A GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY LICENSED UDER 10 CFR PART 60

Purpose:

To respond to a Commission request oan the applicability
of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) to the
high-level waste (IW) program.

Smmar:o.

Ina Staff Requirements Memorandum (SRN M8900352)o dated
June 13, 1989, the Comission requested that the staff
examine the regulatory nitiatives of the U.S.
Enviroimental Protection Agency (EPA) and assess their
Impact on the Commission's regulatory programs. To
support this request, an nteroffice task force has
been formed and s scheduled to report to the Commission
In December 1989 with ts findings and re omendations.
In a second SRM (8900360) dated June 19 1989, the
Commission requested that the staff set orth, indetail,
the basis for the staff's June 12, 1986 position that
HLW and spent nuclear fuel (SNF) should not be considered
mixed waste. Inthis second request, the Commission asked
the staff to address six specific questions on the
EPA-promulgated RCRA regulations and their application to
a geologic repository licensed under 10 CFR Part 60.
The interoffice task force Intends to re-evaluate the
June 12, 1986 staff position. For several of the questions
raised inSRH H8900360 (e.g., Question Nos. 3, 4, and ),
substantial time and effort will be required inorder for
the staff to evaluate and respond to the questions. The
staff proposes to consider these questions In its response
to the Comission on SRH M8900352.

Contacts:
Michael P. Lee, NPS492-0421
James R. Wolf, OGC
492-1641
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-2 With respect to Question Nos. I and 2, there s not a
sufficient technical basis on which to for a conclusion,
at this time. Finally, with respect to Question No. 6 the
staff has not held ay eetings with EPA to specifically
discuss the applition of RCRA to the 1 program.

Background:

In SRH 8900360 dated June 19, 1989, the Comission
expressed its interest in resolving, as early as
possible, whatever abigut Right exist about whether
EPA's RCRA regulations wIll apply to a geologic repository
licensed under 10 CFR Part 60, if the waste disposed of
there contains som amount of hazardous substance.
Previously, in a June 12, 1986 memorandum from the
Executive Director for Operations (EDO) to Comaissioner
Bernthal, the staff had taken the position that HLV and
SNF should not be considered mixed waste, even if sw
small mount of RCRA-listed hazardous waste is present
there, on the grounds that the risk posed by the hazardous
waste s small in comparison to the radiological hazard of
the waste. In the June 19, 1989 SRH, the Comission voted
that the staff position is Inconsistent with the EPA
position that RCRA will apply if there is any hazardous
component n waste dsposed of n a repository, regardless
of further subclassif cation of the radioactive waste
-constituent as high-level, low-level, or greater-thanclass-C, etc.

m

_

The applicability of the RCRA rules to the 1LW program
is ust one of several outstanding ssues concerning EPA's
radiation-related regulations. In SRH H8900352, dated
June 13, 1989. the Comission expressed an interest in
understanding where problems are occurring between HRC's
and EPA's regulations, as well as the policy options
available to the Commission that might promote cooperation
between the two agencies.

t

To address SRH 8900352, the Director of the Office of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards convened an
interoffice task force n early August 1989. The
interoffice task force plans to brief the Cosuission
on its findings and recomuendations for resolving the
regulatory differences between the two agencies. This
briefing is scheduled to be held in December 1989.
In response to SRM 8900352, the interoffice task force
Intends to re-evaluate the staff position taken in the
June 12 1986 memorandum from the EDO to Comissioner
8ernthai on the non-applicability of RCRA to HLW and SNF.
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Inaddition to resolving the inconsistencies between RC
and EPA staffs' positions on the applicability of RCRA to
the HLV program, the Commission requested, n SRM K8900360,
that the staff provide answers to six specific questions.
Accordingly, this memorandum provides bckground
information, to the extent practicable, on three of the
questions posed by the Commission. As previously noted,
the staff 's .une 12, 1986 position on the applicability of
RCRA to HLV and SF will be re-evaluated as part of the
broader task force presentation planned for later this
calendar year. In addition, the staff proposes to consider
the remaining three questions as part of the task force's
effort.

Discussion:

--

1

In SRH H8900360, the Commission asked the staff to set
forth in detail the basis for its position that HLW and
SNF should not be considered mixed waste, even if some
small amount of RCRA-listed hazardous waste is present
there, on the grounds that the risk posed by the hazardous
waste s small n comparison to the radiological hazard of
the waste. This staff-position was taken because
the quantities of hazardous constituents are believed to
be small relative to the total quantity of radioactive
constituents in HL and SF and because the relative risks
were believed to be cocensurate with the amounts of
constituents in question. At that time, as now, the staff
knew of no data base on which to draw any quantitative
conclusions. Thus, the staff position was based solely on
technical udgement.
The Commission asked six specific questions concerning the
applicability of RCRA to the HLV program. These questions

and the staff responses are as follows.

1) What RCRA hazardous substances are present in spent
nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste?
There is little relevant information concerning the
nonradiological chemical characterization.of HLV and
SNF. The staff s not able to state with any degree of
certitude, therefore, which RCRA-listed hazardous
substances (principally heavy metals) may be present or
which are in need of characterization. In particular,
without having information on leach rates for heavy metals
in a given waste form, it is not clear if the heavy metals
in question would exceed the background concentration
limits permitted by RCRA and thus be classified as RCRA
hazardous wastes.9

I
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In 1987, EPA conducted a study known as the "ixed Energy
Waste Study (HES),' n order to evaluate a U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) proposal in which current and future mixed
HI and transuranic waste would be exempt from the
requreents of a haardous waste progra. s part of the
stuty, EPA visited 10 DOE faci1ities inan attupt to
understand DOE's hazardous waste management practices. In
addition to the DOE facility visits PA also examined
DOE's programs analyzing the coposition of hazardous
wastes. EPA concluded that the chemical analysis of HWV
had been minial' at DOE facilities and pparently had
been limited to characterization in terms of radioactive
constituents rather than by chemical composition. Thus,
the question about whether.or not the wastes considered in
the HEMS study contain hazardous constituents, for the
purposes of RCRA, reains unresolved by DOE.
2) How does the risk to the public posed b! these
hazardous substances compare to the risI posed by
the radioisotopes n theyaste?
The staff is not aware of any studies that compare the
two hazards and assess their relative risks. Such a
comparison would first require better chemical
characterization of LY and SNF. HRC has traditionally
been concerned with radiological rather than
nonradiological hazards and thus has not developed
independent Information on which to base a response.
It is the staff's understanding that DOE s performing work
relative to Question hos. 1 and 2 above. However, because
of the prelitinary nature of this work, DOE has not yet
released any results. As part of ts ongoing work, the
staff will begin to raise these issues with DOE in order to
focus the Department on the types of assessments needed to
evaluate the concerns posed by Question Nos. and 2.
Inaddition, the staff will keep abreast of and evaluate
WE's work once itbecomes available.
3) Would the requirements of Part 60 result ina
level of protection comparable to or greater than
that achieved under RCRA, If RCRA were applied to
the repository;
4) To what extent are the requirements of RCRA
inconsistent with the requirements of Part 60; and
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5)

What are the.advantages and disadvantages fro
a technical standpoint of defining spent nuclear
fuel and hligh-level radioactive waste as a byproduct

materiat, using the Wnon-elemental erininoi
set forth inthe April. It, 1989 memorandum from the
General Counsel to the Comission?

*

Substantial staff time aud effort iwll be required to
evaluate and respond to Question Nhos. 3, 4 and 5. The
staff proposes to consider these questions n its
response to the Comission on SRH 8900352, which is
currently scheduled for December 1989.

s

I
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4

6) What meetings has the staff had with EPA on this
issue?
The staff has not held any meetings with EPA to
specifically discuss the application of RCRA to the HLW
program. RCRA-related ssues have been raised periodically
at NRC/EPA nteractions. However, these issues have not
been focused on the area of HLY and SF. The discussions
with EPA have concentrated on mixed waste aspects of
low-level waste disposal, where oint KRC/EPA regulatory
guidance s being developed. As noted above, the EPA is
interacting directly with DOE on mixed high-level and
transuranic waste and the NRC staff s following that
Interaction.
Coordination:

The General Counsel, with whom this paper has been
coordinated, notes that although the legal issue concerning
the classification of HLM and SNF as mixed waste will be
re-evaluated by the nteroffice task force pertinent
considerations have been addressed by the eneral Counsel's
memorandum for the Commissioners, dated April 11, 1989,
entitled RCRA and the Atomic Energy Act.6
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MIXED ENERGY WASTE STUDY
(MEWS)
March 1987

I

US. Environmental Protection Agency
Offce of Sod Waste and Emergency Respon
401 U Stree S.W.
Wangton. DC 20460
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EXECUTVM SUMbMARY
Oiadioacive mixed wae has both adioactive an haados chemkal propers. may
Department of Energy (DOE) clides generate or manage adloave ed
cWtae as we!.
as on-radioactive hazardous wate.

-1
In November. 19t6. DOE infomly proposd an option Io th E av mal Protetio
Agency (EPA) In which current and futtur mined hish-eel radted w ar (HLW) and
transuranic (TRU) wast would be =etpeed r t haados wa. contr prm under.
Subtitle C of the Resource Conserwaio and wiveyt (ICA. Wh t proposal may
deregulate the hazards assocl
with both WNW. e DOE coe do Coololng
radiation hazards from HLW/UU wasse also' % a chemica hmrtis I respoe. EPA
formed the Mixed Energy War Stdy (MEWS) e fre o ev
teDOEs propesod option.
The purpose was to compare DOEs practices o requirements hor hardous waln mnageent
under RCRA Subtitle C.
From November. 19t6. to February. 1917. the tdk force anlyedthe ccart DOE mangent
practices for HLW. TRU. and certain other ndoactive arn.
s report summarizes the
- findings of the ask force.
This Executive Summary provides:
*

a brief definition of highbevel and anunnk w and their sources.

*

a description of current management practices for such wase at DOE
facilitiC3.

*

a

*

Stte government perspectives on the proposed option.

'o

findings of the MEWS task force.

summary of DOEs proposed option for

management at DOE facilities.

The MEWS task force oncluded that. with e exceptos. current DO mg
E
nt of mixed
HLWRU waste Is equivalent or superior to RCM requireens.
other word, management
of these wastes-would not change spificanly If they wer required o cmply with 3CtA
Subtitle C requirements for hazardous ware. However. re were a few aspects which
probably would not meet RCRA standards.
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Most Sates wre concerned about DOE selfreglad of HLWJhW U sun (DOE option). but
were willing lo consider case-bycase
varbraces or specific suvpdoas.
A.

HIGH-LEVEL ANTRANSR'S

IC WASTE:

High-kel radioactive waste mults fom Ihe prcessing ot ucear aco fets. One

t
mpe
uts from dissolving nclear reor u elemen o rscor paWto s. Awhr
resuls from dissolving naval co fel en teer
rcbed vram. When
formed. HLW Ishighly acidic (pHe I) and hil radioacve. It eoemlas a fisslon
prod-cu and some transuranc eements. MostLW
hik kudm chmial chme
rlsdc
(corrosivfty and oxichy). and may also contola ied IRCRA Jtrdous woaes. Eva so.

Its hazrd is due primarily o hi Insen radioactivity.
When generated. ULW Is in Uquid f.

As a ret

of t

mae

howev.

I can becom a

sludge or slurry. It must be remotly handled and co
ed pior to d i. HLW Is
currently stored in doubkwalled seel. undergroun Mals A
Idhs Nadooa
Engineering Laboraoy
E). the ILW bfunhe processed i1a
Veuem e da
evaporation Into a solid. calcined. sand-1i mastrial which Is
lo
a
d
above-ground bins or silos. At she Savannah Rier
Pan, a w SI Wso RLW
vitrfication (ga) pnt is abo SO percet compete
timI G I
oand
pfed
for the Haanfod site. although IsIs o yet funded Th vimtiled HLW wi be solidified
and stored Inside large stainless seel cylinders. Ultimaly. tese cylinders will be
permanently disposed of in a future Wgh Lewl Wase Repository which will accept bot DOE
and commercial HLW.
By definition In EPA's E

ontal

Saards fo the Manageome

and Disposal of Spent

Nuclear Fuel. High-icvel ad Tansuranic Radioactve Wases (40 CER t9t). tra
CRU) waste s waste continin
grestf d

20 yn

alpha-emung vansurnic

alc

with halfpies

and containing more than 100 tnoctsles per ram (NCG)of waste.

TRU wat arises -mostly from the processing.

hapn

and ading of pintolum.

containing materials. Most TRU wase Is solid (eg. gloves, ags and tools). but soe s
liquid. Some TRU waste contains td RCRA hrd swe such as spet canig oils or
solvens. A sma11amount of TRU wast s assified. At the Oak Ud Nadooa
Laboratory ORNL). a highly radioactive isotope of uranium (U-233) is ao managed with
and considered to be TRU wae.
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At most facilities. TRU waste Is tdple-packsed.
The bg Is thea plael

astic drum n

R

l Issea

Is a asc beg

t UarW

la n a

b bWlaInd

drum or box. This pacaIng usuattly provides suffica sheldig becaus most
mmpwlm
isotopes are mainly alpha-particle emir whih are primarily hardo When Iale or
Ingested. Alpha-pardcles are easily siopped by almost any brder. a a rult tie
radiation level at fth surface of the drum or box Is relatvely low. This pe of waste.
Is called contact-handled' TRU (CH-TU).

; ,J
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Some TRU waste. however. also contains beta- and pLmna-ry ember. Thee wasies must be
handled remotely f the adition level at the surflace of the dum o box mcds
200 millrems'hour (mrhmlhr). This qpe of mosie Is
rem-haaQWd
*aled
ThU QW-TRU).
Since 1970. DOE has ored ts TRU wae Indms or boxes in ear-owered tenches or
in above-ground mounds. Wust stored at the sits b caled edvable TRU wate.
In rcent years. some DOE sitas ha sned sig TRU dums o Wotsooop cc ee
pads or In air-Inflated or stel-hoop buildings. Umately. of sor (Man
mewly
generated) unclassified ThU wasn ill be dispod of at d Waw Isoabo
l
t lant
(WIPP). an excavation Ina salt deposit 2.100 fet below pound a Carsb6d New 14exico.
Classified TRU waste. however. Is disposed of ate Nevaa Test Ste WM.
U my be
classified because of its shape or form: Its boopic. chemica. or alby composition: Of
because the waste contains tools that may be clsied All cassified TRU
e Is
solid (such as graphite. sel. or plastic) ad does
conan known !RM hazardous
chemicals. Classified TRU waste was disposed to ased saft 10 f wide and 120 feet
deep. DOE refers to this practice as peser cofinement diposl C ). Dposal of TRU
waste In GCD shafts Is currently suspended pending DOE demonstration of compliance with 40
CFR 191.
Sources and general management schemes or HLW and TRU waste ae shown In Figure ES-I.

Low-level radioactive waste (LLW) also arises from the sae sources, but Is ne
differently. LLW is outside te scope of this study.
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FlGIRE ES-

SOURCES AND I)ISI'OSMONS OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE
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DOE'S PROPOSED OPTION FOR RMI/ThU WAMSQ P4m

S.

S

I I

r

On November 1.1915.
er e Amic Ena A CAA). DOE prpoe i sie Feder
Reister a definidon of the rm by-product zaetal a peraie oo DOE actlvtes
under RCRA. Precise defiation of like m b Importan bec e bk-produ maer* Is
excluded from heCRCM sttutoy deidon of sod wm an. eor from glaoy
control undet the RC Subiddl C h dou sm p a. DOER'prope defntonwas
based o the pro
from whichamatial pcoduce t r adefi ieng
t
c al
by ts itrinsk properies. Under

propoLeLmai HLW

d TlU euw

wlas

some mixed LLW be excluded from 3CA contro.
In March 1936. DOE tad a poli review o gralapop
rulemakinSg. Including en exploration o se opo.

ts

O~oduct

In early November. 1916. DOE Informally proposed dt EPA Wan an option o the
"by-product materiel

rule. The option

s based m

e preise

otu

la

dological baards from HLW and 'TU waste also nases er chemidl Imids to a
mannaer equivalt t or superior o CMA hzrdo
asewalL DOE's propo4ed opo had
the following elements:
*

LLW mixed waste would be subject to RCR

*

Current and future HLW and TRU w
would be exemt f
RCRA Subtitle C
control vb EPA rulemakiag (Koe wi pst dsposal practices would be
subject to RCA as Solid Was Management Unh (SWMUs). nd NEPA. the AEA.
and R3CR Subtitle I (Undergoud Scrae Taub) would still apply. This

rulemakng requires findIng Incoassa

reulalott.

wi the AEAuder RCRA Section

10063.

*

State laws would aot apply o ELWJTRU Wase

*

DOE would mak an annual epot to EPA on HLWIMU we
verify the reports findings via se vists.

*

-DOE would rev

Ns Internal was

management: EPA could

management directives so make them

consistent with 3CM reguaion.
*

Certain other radioactive wat
ould als be exempt from RCM and State
control. (DOE has Identified ranium-233 contsminaled was ad
decommissioned submarine ractor compartments In this caeg
.)
T
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tn rponse to DOEas proposed option. EPA fome te Wsd Iora War Study MEWS) Usk
fore. The project involved visits to 10 DOE fac e and discussion with sam Sw
governments where DOE cities are ocatd.
The major facilities affected by DOE's proposed option and tw
tisited by the MEWS task foce am shown I Figure ESb2.

a

d clitics

STATE PERSPECTIVES:

C.

The MEWS task force discussed the DOE optis wit personnel fom d sues of Calfornia.
zr lute
sb
Colorado. Idaho. New Meuico. South Caofia. TM .... and WaMnt.
directly concerned with cure and ftre oversight and rqpltion of DOE &cldes
within their borders.
sug oppositio lo .m resevations..

The Stas reponse to the DOE option varied fho
A consensus of State o0nn

*

lows:

DOEVEPAIStates must reach sgementon the prie definition of terms and
their application o specific wastes t specilkc filities. Arbltrary
po prOblems.
defntions and moving tret hsaea

*

D.

Is as

States want more confro

nd oversight et DOE facilities. They aeo

about DOE self-reulaion or LWTU w

ed

beae of pst problems.

*

States are illing. however. to coader specific Variances or amted

*

Us eed to
Most Staes are concerned about the reurces and technic
control RLWfMU wate, but som willing to prepare town the chllenge.

exemptions for HLWTRU waste wher warramed.

MEWS FINDINGS:

The MEWS task force findinp concerning DOE's current managment of HLW and TRU waste ar
summaried below. These findinp are based oan bif Visits to the ea DOE fdlies that
In-depth
generate and manage all the HLW and over 9S% of the TU ae Inhe DOE y
visits might uneover other details but most likely would not chang the overall
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FIGURE ES2
MAJOR FACIIATIES AFFIXED BY DOE OPTION
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Impressions of the task force. Tbese Andinp do wt apply I DOs putsnagement
praCtces. Reviews of HLW1TRU We maagement a each of the to DOE cTUe ae
presented Inthe main report. More detailed vist eo for c fcilty and eac
State ae provided In Appendices A and B3 respccively.
The MEWS sask force finding Include d following:
A.

HLWJTRU WASTE MANAGEMENT IS COMPLEX
*

HLWMU was

different ways.

arisefromnumerou riable ousdae

a

a

*

Definitions of mer

*

There are four different ctegories of TRU ase: each h mbanged throgsh
different methods.

my

ae o unheruly cosient.

B. TRU WASTE IS OFTEN MANAGED WITH LLW AND WITH RCA HAZARDOUS WASTE.

C.

D.

*

TRU waste management

*

Old HLWTRU wa

at a sepe

prolem

management sie ae ICRA SWMUs.

THE HLWflRU WASTE SYSTEM DEPENDS HEAILY ON FUTURE ACTIONS.
*

HLW repository.

O

Vitrification plants (Hanford. Savannah Rie. West Valley).

*

WIPP operationlepansion.

*

RH-ThU wate procsng facility at Oak Ridge.

THERE ARE SPECIAL CASES THAT DO NOT FIT THE 9JNORAL' MANAGEMENT
SCHEME

*

Submarine rmcor compamenta.

*'

Classified TRU.

*
E.

-TRU wate unaccepuble at die WIPP.

MOST DOE PRACTICES FOR HLWITRU WASTE SEEM COMPARABLE TO RCR
STANDARDS. AND SEVERAL PRACTICES SEEM SUPERIOR TO CR REQUIREMENTS.
*

Securitv.

*

Contingency plan and emergency espone.

a

x.0

I 7^17 7 %
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*

Condnuous Contro of HLW wiik sysm S.

*

'Waste tracking systm and docuumbtatoA.

.__ I W.,1 qmc

I
.j

F.

*

WIPP deep containment for TRU aste (future).

*

Deep repository for HLW (future).

SEVERAL ASPECTS PROBABLY WOULD NOT MET RCRA STANDARDS
*

Chemical analysis of waste.

*

Ground-waer monltorag systems.

*

RetrIevable storage for TRU wase.

*

Classified TRU waste disposal.

*

i
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.F.

Sef-Invecion.
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G.

RCRA VARIANCES OR PRbPOSED SUBPART X COULD APPLY TO SOME ASPECTS.

BUT CASE-BY-CASE EVALUATION IS NECESSARY.

RCRA variances may be applicable: o some spectsated abo,
ground-water monitoring requirements Each facilty, oev
case-by case basis before varances can be sae.

.. I .
I. I

such a aste analysis at
m be evolusted an a

The ew CRA SubpM X egulati

i

may

I

provide a mechanism by which unusual mangmen Options could be evaluited eparately for
each facility or for new ficilides or treatment units. Emples of pouble application
of proposed Subpan X Include the WIPP and the HLW vitrIficaion plants.
H.

CURRENT MANAGEMENT WOULD NOT CHANGE SIGNIFICANTLY IF HLWJTRU
WASTE WERE CONTROL En UNDER RCRA.

The general management of HLW/TRU waste at DOE fcilides would
change szallicanty
Ifthe facilities were subject o RCRA Subdde C hadous wge cobtral A.
Are that
would need to be addressed through It;roved practices or case4-yas variances include
chemical analyses
a 1 e bwnekal ar.lym waser, ground-watr monlioring. and
Independent oversight.
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